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ABSTRACT: Experimental research is the most reliable means for prediction of nonlinear 
structural behavior and the failure mechanism under extreme dynamic loads. The primary 
objective of this research is to advance the current state of technology for large-scale 
experimental testing through the development of a multi-axis substructure testing system 
capable of simulating the three-dimensional continuously-varying loading schemes during 
extreme loading events. This state-of-the-art facility can be used for quasi-static cyclic testing or 
local and geographically-distributed hybrid simulation of large/full scale structures. This system 
also incorporates the switched and mixed load/deformation control strategy that is critical to 
apply simultaneously the load in the highly stiff axes while imposing deformations in other 
directions on the test specimen. To demonstrate the multi-directional mixed-mode testing 
framework, three experiments including quasi-static cyclic, local and distributed hybrid 
simulation tests were conducted on a seismically-excited concrete structure. The experimental 
results show that the complex boundary effects on the physical test specimen can be reliably 
simulated through the unique capabilities of this testing system. 

 
 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Experimental testing is the most reliable method to gain an understanding of the behavior of 
structural systems under different static and dynamic loads. Based on the experiment results, the 
effectiveness of new design, construction and maintenance of structural systems can be assessed 
and new strategies can be undertaken to improve the resilience and performance of structures.  

However, there are challenges in conducting experimental tests for two main reasons: Firstly, 
actions on structures during extreme events such as earthquakes are generally multi-directional 
and continuously-varying due to the time-dependent nature of input motion. For instance, under 
the influence of axial load variability that is typically induced during a seismic excitation event, 
the response of the vertical structural components (e.g., bridge pier, building column, etc.) to the 
combined flexural, shear, and torsional actions differ when compared to structural elements not 
subjected to the same axial load changes. Simulation of such highly-coupled multi-directional 
loading conditions using conventional structural testing methods can be expensive, time-
consuming and difficult to achieve and consequently advanced and innovative experimental 



  

 

  

techniques and control strategies are under development by researchers (Nakata, 2007; Hashemi 
et al., 2014) 

Secondly, the experiments should be conducted in large/full scale to accurately capture the local 
behavior of the elements. The local behavior may play a critical role in determining the 
performance of a structure given the fact that initial damage usually occurs on a local level. 
Certain types of behavior, especially local effects such as bond and shear in reinforced concrete 
members, crack propagation, welding effects and local buckling in steel structures are well-
known to have size-effects. However, conducting the large-scale experiments may not be 
feasible often due to the limited resources available in many laboratories which include: the 
number and capability of available actuators and the dimensions and load capacity of the 
reaction systems. Consequently, the specimen may be tested in small-scale or under uni/biaxial 
loading configurations, which do not necessarily represent the actual action or demand on the 
structural elements and also correspondent nonlinear response of the prototype system. 

The primary objective of the present research is to expand the capabilities of large-scale 
experimental testing to include three-dimensional responses of structures and six degrees-of-
freedom (6-DOF) boundary conditions. A state-of-the-art loading system, referred to as the 
Multi-Axis Substructure Testing (MAST) system, has been designed, assembled and validated 
at Swinburne University of Technology for the purpose of evaluating the performance of 
structural elements through quasi-static cyclic testing and local/geographically-distributed 
hybrid simulation tests. The results of a series of large-scale experiments conducted on a one-
bay by one-bay three-story concrete structure under bidirectional ground excitations are also 
presented to demonstrate the performance of the MAST system in mixed-mode control by 
simultaneously applying the axial load in force control while imposing lateral deformations in 
displacement control. 

2 MULTI-AXIS SUBSTRUCTURE TESTING SYSTEM 

 
Multi-directional loading on structural components has been performed in the George E. Brown 
Jr. Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES) facilities in U.S.,  including the 
Multi-Axial Sub-assemblage Testing Laboratory located at University of Minnesota, 
Minneapolis (French et al., 2004) that has been used in quasi-static tests and the Multi-Axial 
Full-Scale Sub-Structure Testing and Simulation facility at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign (Mahmoud et al., 2013) that has been used in hybrid simulation experiments. These 
systems have the capacity for large-scale testing of structural components and the ability to 
control multiple DOFs. Building on the same concept, the Multi-Axis Substructure Testing 
(MAST) system at Swinburne University of Technology has been established to provide a state-
of-the-art facility for large-scale quasi-static cyclic testing and local/geographically-distributed 
hybrid simulation experiments. The key components of the 6-DOF testing facility are:  

1. A 9.5tonne steel crosshead that transfers the 6-DOF forces to the specimen. The test 
area under the crosshead is three meters cubed. 

2. A reaction system composed of an L-shaped strong-wall (5m tall × 1m thick) and 1m 
thick strong-floor. .  

3. Four ±1MN vertical hydraulic actuators as well as two pairs of ±500kN horizontal 
actuators in orthogonal directions. Auxiliary actuators are also available for additional 
loading configurations on the specimen. The actuator assembly and their specifications 
are presented in Figure 1 and Table 1, respectively. 



  

 

  

4. An advanced servo-hydraulic control system capable of imposing simultaneous 6-DOF 
states of deformation and load in switched and mixed mode. 

5. Additional high-precision draw wire absolute encoders with the resolution of 25 
microns that can be directly fed back to the controller. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE TESTING FACILITY 

3.1 Target structure 

The target structure selected for experimental tests is a one-bay by one-bay (3m×3m) three-story 
(3.2m height) concrete structure. Geo-polymer concrete with compressive strength of 50MPa 
and grade 500MPa steel reinforcement were used to fabricate the specimen. The first-story 
corner column was selected as the target physical specimen for conducting three experiments in 
the laboratory. These tests include a quasi-static cyclic test with the purpose of validating the 
system for mixed-mode control as well as two hybrid simulation tests to demonstrate the 
performance of the MAST system in conducting multi-directional continuous mixed-mode 
local/distributed hybrid tests.  

3.2 Quasi-static cyclic testing  

The most common method to evaluate the response of structures in laboratory is quasi-static 
cyclic tests. In these experiments the specimen is subjected to pre-defined displacement or force 
history using hydraulic actuators. Typically, these tests are conducted to investigate the 
hysteretic behavior and capacity of structural components under a cyclic load.  

With the aim of controlling the crosshead in mixed-mode, the load protocol consisted of a 
constant 500kN gravity load in force control (Z-axis), while imposing cyclic lateral deformation 
in displacement control (X-axis). The remaining DOF axes (Y, Roll, Pitch and Yaw) were 
controlled in zero displacement. Figure 2 shows the experimental test setup, where the specimen 
is attached to the strong floor from the base and to the crosshead from the top. The 6-DOF (X, 
Y, Z, Roll, Pitch and Yaw) corresponding directions in the test set-up are also illustrated on the 
control point. Since the objective of the test is to assess the performance of the controller for 
large deformations, the specimen connections to the reaction systems were designed with 
sufficient flexibility to allow the system to reach nearly the full deformation capacity. Figure 2 
also presents the test results including the hysteretic response of the specimen in X-axis and also 
force distribution in the vertical actuators. While applying 500kN constant gravity load, the 
maximum lateral displacement was increased gradually in each cycle and both directions to 
±201.8mm in the last cycle, which is equivalent to 6.5% drift. Also, force distribution of vertical 
actuators shows that they equivalently contribute 125kN in applying the 500kN gravity load on 
the specimen, while the actuator pairs (Z1, Z2) and (Z3, Z4) generate equivalent opposite forces 
to produce reaction moments in Roll and Pitch axes in order to control zero rotations.  

3.3 Hybrid simulation tests 

Hybrid simulation, rooted in the pseudo-dynamic testing method (Takanashi et al., 1975; Mahin 
et al., 1985; Nakashima, 2001) provides a cost-effective solution for large-scale testing of 
structures subjected to seismic excitations by partitioning the structure into numerical and 
physical models. Typically, the physical substructures are portions of the structure difficult to 
model numerically, and numerical substructures represent structural components with more 
predictable behavior. More recent applications of hybrid simulation have focused on large and 



  

 

  

complex structural systems, often including highly nonlinear behavior through collapse 
(Hashemi et al., 2014).  

Although hybrid simulation is not limited to simple structures, to date this method are mainly 
limited to only one- or two-dimensional applications with a small number of DOFs. In order to 
expand the capabilities of this technique to account for three-dimensional response of structures, 
the MAST system was integrated into an advanced hybrid simulation framework. The 
architecture of hybrid simulation allows for: 

1. Simulation of 6-DOF boundary conditions of large/full scale specimens  
2. Continuous loading of the physical specimen through the use of xPC-Target machine 

instead of conventional hold-ramp method 
3. Mixed load/deformation control that allows to control the axial load in force control 

while lateral deformations in displacement control  
4. Conducting local and distributed hybrid simulation  

The experimental validation of the hybrid simulation framework for hybrid simulation tests are 
discussed next.  

 

a) Actuator assembly: plan-view b) Actuator assembly: side-view 
Figure 1. Actuator assembly in the MAST system. 

Table 1. Actuator specifications 

Actuators Position Vertical Horizontal Auxiliary 

Model MTS 244.51 MTS 244.41 2 MN   ( Qty. 1 )  
250 kN ( Qty. 4 )    
100 kN ( Qty. 3 )    
25 kN   ( Qty. 3 )    
10 kN  ( Qty. 1 )  

Quantity 4 (Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4) 4 (X1, X2, Y3, Y4) 
Force Stall Capacity ± 1,000 kN ± 500 kN 
Static ± 250 mm ± 250 mm 
Dynamic ± 150 mm ± 150 mm 
Servo-Controller MTS FlexTest 60 
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3.3.1 Local hybrid simulation 

For the local hybrid simulation, the structure is partitioned into numerical and experimental 
substructure. The experimental substructure consists of the first-story corner column while the 
rest of the structural elements, inertia and damping forces, gravity and dynamic loads and 
second order effects are modeled numerically in the computer using OpenSees (McKenna, 
2011). The frame’s beams and columns are modeled using beam-with-hinges element, where 
the nonlinear behavior is demonstrated by using a distributed-plasticity concept that occurs in a 
finite length near both ends. The plasticity model followed peak-ordinated hysteresis response 
based on the Modified Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler (IMK) deterioration model for the flexural 
behavior (Ibarra et al., 2005). The IMK model parameters were calibrated using the results of 
quasi-static test.  

After developing the numerical model, the elastic fundamental period of vibration (T1=1.07sec) 
was obtained through eigenvalue analysis. The structure was then subjected to gravity loads 
followed by 10sec of forced vibration and 2sec of free vibration. For the forced vibration bi-
directional Tabas ground motion (See Figure 3) with the scale factor of 0.25 was applied. 
Generalized alpha-OS integration method was used to solve the equation of motion with 5% 
Rayleigh damping for the first and the third mode. Additional damping was assigned in free 
vibration range in order to bring the structure to rest. Figure 4 illustrates the experimental and 
numerical substructure as well as hybrid simulation hardware and software components. Figure 
5 summarizes the hybrid simulation test results including the hysteresis in X and Y axes as well 
as axial force time history in Z-axis. It is worth mentioning that applying time-varying axial 
loads allows to experimentally simulate:  

1. The interactions of axial internal forces with bending moments and shears at the section 
level (P-M and P-V effects)  

2. The influence of axial load on the stability of structural element and critical regions (P-δ 
effects)  

3. The influence of axial loads on the stability of entire structure by inducing additional 
overturning moments (P-Δ effects). 

3.3.2 Geographically-distributed hybrid simulation 

The concept of geographically-distributed testing (Mosqueda et al., 2005) is that individual 
substructures do not need to be within the same facility, but can be linked by either the internet 
or other methods of data transference. Therefore, laboratories with much larger capacities can 
be used to house experimental subassemblies. There are also significant benefits in accessing 
more powerful super-computer facilities to run more complex hybrid simulations, since 
distributed testing enables the computers running the analysis to be off site.  

In order to run a distributed hybrid test using the MAST system, the same hybrid model that 
was tested in the local hybrid simulation was used for the distributed test. As illustrated in 
Figure 6, while the experimental substructure was located in Smart Structure Laboratory, the 
numerical substructure was placed in the 7th floor of the same building.  The subassemblies were 
then connected through OpenFresco Actor/Shadow sites using Internet connection 
(Schellenberg et al., 2009). All test conditions in this distributed test were the same as the local 
test expect for the ground motion scale factor that was increased from 0.25 to 1.0. Figure 7 
shows the test results for the distributed hybrid simulation including the hysteresis in X and Y 
axes as well as axial force time history in Z-axis. 

 



  

 

  

 

Figure 2. Quasti-static cyclic test 

 

a) Tabas ground motion – X direction a) Tabas Ground motion – Y direction 
Figure 3. Bi-directional ground excitation 
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Z-Axis: Applying 500kN gravity load in force control



  

 

  

 
Figure 4.Local hybrid simulation  

 

a) Hysteresis in X-axis b) Hysteresis in Y-axis 

c) Axial load in Z-axis 
Figure 5. The results of local hybrid simulation for 25% Tabas ground excitation  

 



  

 

  

 
Figure 6.Geographically-distributed hybrid simulation 

 

a) Hysteresis in X-axis b) Hysteresis in Y-axis

c) Axial load in Z-axis 
Figure 7. The results of distributed hybrid simulation for 100% Tabas ground excitation  



  

 

  

4 CONCLUSION 

The Multi-Axis Substructure Testing (MAST) system facilitates the simulation of complex 
boundary effects by controlling all 6-DOF (vertical, lateral, longitudinal, pitch, roll and yaw) 
states of load and deformations. The system features mixed-mode control, allowing the users to 
select force or displacement mode for each individual DOF, and it can therefore be used reliably 
in quasi-static cyclic and hybrid simulation experiments. The performance of the MAST system 
was validated experimentally by conducting three experiments on a large-scale concrete 
column. The results show confidence in using the MAST system for three-dimension large-scale 
experimental tests through the accurate simulation of complex boundary conditions on structural 
components. 
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